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Something's wrong with Jasher..."He wasn't just close to the veil, he was inside it. That kind of

beginning is bound to leave its mark..."Georjayna Sutherland isnâ€™t exactly thrilled about going to

Ireland to live with her aunt for the summer, and even less thrilled when her adopted cousin Jasher

(cute though he may be) turns out to be as friendly as a nest of vipers. But at least it gets her out of

Saltford and away from her neglectful mother, Liz.When Georjie unearths Jasher's terrifying secret,

and things she never knew about her own family begin to come to light; a heartbroken woman who

disappeared without a trace, a desiccated body, and strange cocoons hanging in the greenhouse,

she finds herself embroiled in a mystery that involves the very power of nature itself. But it's when

Georjayna herself begins to change in new and powerful ways she doesnâ€™t understand that she

realizesâ€¦things have gotten personal.Don't miss this captivating faerie tale ghost story wrapped

into one. The ancient fae await you...
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I have enjoyed all stories so far from Water, Fire and now Earth. I shall wait with excitement for the

next book Aether to be published. Each story touches a girl with different backgrounds and

personality but who make up a group high school friends. While the book spans the emerging

elemental power over this summer break, they also find out who they are and what they descend

from with some romance tossed in. It seems to be leading them back ultimately back to their

hometown though so it should develop into a great revealing finale.

Preordered this book and read it in one sitting! Absolutely cannot wait for the next book to be

released! So far this author and this series has definitely delivered

Great writing, book kept me riveted to the words. Strong characters. Being a element of Earth has

it's advantages. Georjie had strong roots and could see fae. Found love and a cousin in Ireland that

could see ghosts. Good storyline! I received a complimentary copy of this book for voluntary review

consideration.

Honestly, I've read all of Ms. Knorr's books now and I have to say, I truly, truly enjoy her storytelling.

The characters have enough depth to keep me intrigued, and I love the fact that each story

transports me to some pretty amazing locations! This book caught me off guard a bit because when

I was expecting it to slow down and reach that predictable middle, it didn't do so. In fact, the

middle-to-ending fully surprised me in a big way and now has me wondering what to expect of these

girls (in each of the books so far) when they get back together. Anxiously waiting for the next

Elemental Origins novel!! Great work again!!

I enjoyed this YA story about a 17 year old girl learning not only about her family heritage, but also

about forgiveness and intent. This was an easy, enjoyable beach read. Georjayna goes to Ireland to

stay with her aunt and adopted cousin Jasher for the summer. There she learns about the Faye and

their connection to her family. She becomes "Wise", an earth elemental. When she returns home,

she realizes that she and her friends attend a high school situated on ley lines. Now that I've read

the first three, I can't wait to continue the series. The stories tell not only about family and myths, it

also has life lessons.

Truly an outstanding read. Probably intended for much younger readers but I read it anyway. Very



up lifting. I came away with a more positive attitude. I recommend it for anyone who is young at

heart, age has nothing to do with it. Keep up the good writing. Larry

This is the second book in the series and I am ready to tackle a third. A. L. Knorr you know how to

keep a body entertained! Greasy plot, creative ideas that are written in a believable way. You have

a new fan in this fifty something woman.

I couldn't stop reading. I got the first one free and had intended to buy the second but you beat me

to it by also making this one free. I promise I'll buy the third. Your name will now be on my favorites

lists and I'll be reading all I can get my hands on. Bravo!
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